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Erica Slaughter went to hell and back in Archer's Peak, but that may be nothing compared to the
events that forged her at the House of Slaughter.What events brought Erica to the House of
Slaughter? And what did she have to do to join the Order of St. George? Erica Slaughter's
origins are finally revealed in this volume of the Eisner Award-nominated series from GLAAD
Award-winning author James Tynion IV (The Woods, Batman) and artist Werther Dell'Edera
(Razorblades).Collects Something is Killing the Children #16-20.



Something is Killing the Children Vol. 1, Something is Killing the Children Vol. 4, The Nice House
on the Lake (2021-) Vol. 1



Jonathan Pongratz, “Not the best volume so far, but very entertaining. Volume four of Something
is Killing the Children is an interlude of sorts. Rather than move forward with the main storyline
after Erica's bloody victory, we take things back a step and explore her tragic history and how
she became a part of the Order of St. George.I had a lot of fun with this one, but it didn't quite
take me to that next level that makes me fanboy out.That being said, I appreciated the fleshing
out of Erica's history. The inciting incident was bloody and entertaining, and her journey shows
just how special of a person she is. I also really loved the explanations we got with the Order and
how things work. That's been on my mind since the start, and it was great to clear some things
up.There's a lot of potential with this part of the timeline, and though I've heard that going
forward the comics will focus on the present, I'm sure we're going to see a lot more great
flashbacks. There's so much more to tell.If I had to whine about anything, I'd say that in spots the
artwork got so gritty that it was hard to tell what was happening. I just didn't like squinting and
holding the book up to my face.So ultimately, this volume didn't knock it completely out of the
ball park, but I'm still super happy with the experience and looking forward to the next one!”

Mike, “One of my favorite comics currently in print. Something is Killing the Children is so much
more than just a story of a monster hunter. Tynion has painted us a picture & captured our
attention into the folklore behind the Order of St. George. We were already invested, meeting
Erica Slaughter in the field, but now we're given the opportunity to Deep dive into her origins. I
would highly recommend this book to anyone who loves great storytelling & character
development.”

VRocker, “Well packaged!!. Book arrived as described and it was well packaged!!!!!!I would
order from this seller again!!!”

Fullmetalbebop, “A little back story on the Miss slaughter. A great addition to the lore and how
the main character became a hunter.”

Eriq Lanigan, “Amazing book I love reading it. I used it for enjoying a good read during my
relaxing time”

James potter, “Good story of Erica Slaughter. Amazing comic.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It's very good. I love creature horror with fleshed out lore and SIKTC
scratched that itch perfectly a must read for any horror fan”

Edward Lauder, “best prequel ever. I thought that Erica Slaughter's story was already haunting
enough ugh, but by showing us her actual back story, she's now one of the most interesting



literally characters we've seen in quite some.time. I can't wait to see where this story goes!”

Jay, “Such a good book. Something is Killing the Children is such a fantastic read. Volume 4
takes you back, as a prelude to the first 3 volumes. It shows you how our heroine gets inducted
in to the mysterious group. The story and art are spot on!”

@comicsvstheworld, “I really loved volume four of this series!. I wasn't sure what we'd be getting
after the events of the first three volumes, but a flashback arc of Erica's first days in the Order
was great to read.More please!”

marco fodera', “Bellissimo. Grande volume”

     , “  .              ”

The book by Tom Taylor has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 283 people have provided feedback.
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